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About This Content

Do you have what it takes to impress a god? The great Tiempochtli may have the power to help you... if you can wake him from
his nap.

Head from Villachula to the Badlands and discover the entrance to the Proving Grounds, an ancient temple dedicated to the
luchador arts. Tackle 15 unique new challenges to prove your worth and gain entrance to Tiempochtli’s sacred sleeping chamber.

Earn Challenge Medals to unlock 6 (or more?) new playable characters, each with their own special attributes:

Fight with fury and pummel your enemies as Flame Face. Get into tip top shape as Chamoya. Grapple your opponents into
submission as Coscorrona. Strut your stuff as Rooster Ramirez. Puzzle out the nature of existence with Uay Coco.

Plus, unlock a super secret costume by earning a Gold Medal in all 15 Challenges!

Maybe even unlock a REALLY super secret new costume by… well, you’ll have to figure that out.
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I love Guacamelee. And I hate DLC that can easily be a part of initial release.
Well, at least it's better than the first one. Almost same price and you get either 3 costumes or 15 challenges and 7 costumes.
Still, it was fun. Some of the challenges are really tough, some are pretty easy. But they are nowhere near as hard as Hell from
the first game or key challenges from main game. I haven't touch the game since september, bought DLC yesterday and beat it
in a couple of hours.
Buy it if you want to support the developers.. As a huge fan of Guacamelee, I bought this on the first day of it's release. I had a
blast doing the Hell challenges in the first, and it's quite similar; except the challenges are even more hard than before.

Guacamelee 2 is harder than the first, and those challenges are harder than most of Guacamelee 2. It took me a little more than
2 hours getting gold medals everywhere and finishing the DLC (plus the achievements) and at this price, you can't go wrong if
you want more of Guacamelee.

Maybe only one level felt cheap for me (saving the green skeleton, third round...) but all of those challenges are completely void
of randomness, or unfairness. You really need to master all the mechanics of the whole game to win this... Except the egg
mechanic.
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